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Rebecca and the Missing Heir Jun 14 2021 Once a fairy princess made
mortal, Rebecca discovers treachery among the dwarves in the kingdom.
In the race to reach the ogres who have imprisoned the missing royal
heir, Lejon, Rebecca, her owl, dwarf George, and Billy the house goblin
use dangerous underground streams.
The Wingless Fairy Series Book 6: Rebecca and the Evil
Leprechaun Apr 24 2022 Fairy princess turned mortal, Rebecca has a

new cousin staying with her. Lianna and Prince Willdom are stolen by a
troll while at the market. But Rebecca wants to know why, especially
when she discovers that her cousin's loom was also stolen. Does the fact
that Lianna is the finest weaver in the kingdom have anything to do with
her kidnapping? And why was Prince Willdom taken with her? The
Fairy Queen gives Rebecca a bracelet that lights up when help is near,
and this leads her to the leprechauns, who are scared of something. The
clues that Rebecca follow in her attempt to rescue her cousin and Prince
Willdom become more and more dangerous, especially when the reason
why the leprechauns are so afraid becomes abundantly clear... Flesch
Reading Ease 81.7 Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level 4.4
Rebecca and The Hobgoblin Invasion Oct 19 2021 Once a fairy princess,
Rebecca has settled very happily to being a mortal child with her
attendant Lord Be Thankful as her pet owl. Suddenly everything seems
to be going wrong! The house goblins have all been stolen by evil
hobgoblins who want to eat them. Hobgoblins loose are in the district,
but the Fairy Queen refused to send soldiers to fight them. It's up to
Rebecca and Lord Be Thankful to open the portal to Inbetween Land and
rescue the house goblins before time runs out!
Bernie Bolton's Book Aug 17 2021 When Bernie was in third grade, she
thought Mr. Soren was the most amazing teacher in the universe. He
played games, did wood shop, and every Friday they'd had movies and
popcorn. Now that she's in fifth grade, Mr. Soren, the coolest teacher in
the Universe, is her teacher once again. But unfathomably, he's now
worse than Miss Boggs, all because he's making the class keep a journal
of all the things that happen in their lives. What'd Bernie expected to be
a wonderful fifth-grade year is off to a really revolting start.
Rebecca and the Flying Horse Problem Jul 16 2021 Fairy princess
turned mortal, Rebecca discovers her horse Sally has unexpectedly given
birth to a filly. Rebecca names the newborn Saturday. In the midst of
joy, a monster tries to kill them. Protecting her horses isn't Rebecca's
only problem. Hiding the fact that Saturday has the ability to speak the
human language and is growing wings is becoming a big problem all its
own.
Belinda and the Holidays it Rained Jan 10 2021 The school holidays
have a bad start. Belinda's father doesn't arrive home and it is raining.

The news is that his car went over the cliff into the surf beach, but there
is no body. Belinda, her mother and Kate stay at Amanda's family beach
house to be near where the car went over. Belinda thinks that her father
maybe got washed up further up the coastline and perhaps could be sick
or ill somewhere in the back country. The girls discover how unusual
their three kittens are. When held, all animal speech can be understood.
So with the help of the kittens the three girls spend their wet school
holidays searching. There is a helpful dog, grouchy possums and a
dopey old horse involved before Belinda's father is found at last.
The Scarlett Quest May 14 2021 An unsuccessful young man, John
Scarlett, moves into a parallel universe in search of adventure.
Unfortunately, he's lost his soul and memories to the ferry witch. Even
more humiliating, he's tricked into becoming a sorcerer's apprentice by
his ex-tomcat Quill. However, with the aid of a small girl who believes
he's so stupid he has to be looked after, he might just manage to survive.
Brad Simpson and The Mystery of The Ghostly Field Sep 17 2021 From
day one, however, Brad senses something seriously amiss on the set of
"Pioneers"--terrifying visions, threatening ghosts, an accident that nearly
costs the entire cast their lives. The director is forced to shut down
filming while the kids recuperate, and it begins to look as if the show
isn't even going to make it to the small screen--unless Brad and his
scared but determined "Pioneers" castmates team up to play a game of
baseball against the Los Angeles Pioneers, a ghostly, doomed baseball
team made up of failed actors from the late 19th century. They need an
ingenious solution--and Brad is confident he can satisfy both teams and
keep their show in production.
Shine On, Girl! Jul 04 2020 If you liked No Boys Allowed, Girlz Rock,
and Chick Chat, you’ll love Shine On, Girl! These ninety daily
devotions each illustrate a Scripture and help you understand God’s
Word. And there’s more: “More to Explore” and “Did You Know”
sections point to other related passages. “Girl Talk” poses simple
questions to think about on your own or talk about with friends. “God
Talk” helps you get started offering your thanks and worries to God.
Scattered throughout are health and beauty tips and fun factoids.
Faithgirlz!TM is based on 2 Corinthians 4:18—So we fix our eyes not
on what is seen, but on what is unseen. For what is seen is temporary,

but what is unseen is eternal. (NIV) —Inner Beauty, Outward Faith.
Sophie and the New Girl Jun 02 2020 Sophie’s back with more middleschool adventures! The just-formed film club has brought a new girl into
the Flakes’ orbit: Phoebe is witty, fun, and an awesome actress, but then
the girls discover she harbors a prejudice against one of their own. When
this same girl is accused of theft, the Pops—and even some of the
Flakes—are only too happy to turn against her. And when Dr. Peter
suggests that Sophie has a Christian responsibility to try to understand
Phoebe, Sophie’s ready to throw up her hands. But then the absolute
truth dawns: God wants us to reach out to those who are lost—even if it
makes us uncomfortable. Armed with insight, Sophie puts faith into
action and gains a friend in the process.
Sophie's Friendship Fiasco Sep 29 2022 Sophie’s learning about
medieval codes of honor in seventh grade honors class—and in life.
Sophie’s shaved her head to empathize with a gravely ill friend, but
negative assumptions and cruel teasing have her trying to deflect the
attention with humor—and wisecracking always seems to land her in
trouble! In the meantime, Sophie takes action to prevent another of the
Pops’ mean schemes—but to do so, she lies about her friends and loses
them as a result. When she finally understands the true intention of a
code of honor, Sophie learns another absolute truth: God expects us to
be completely honest—especially with ourselves. But if we fail, He
forgives us. When Sophie comes clean, her best friends come around.
She thwarts the Pops and gains the respect of her teachers, too.
Sophie Gets Real Dec 29 2019 How can God let bad things happen?
Sophie's baby sister, Hope, is born with Down syndrome, and the Flakes
dis her over an annoying new girl. Even her research as medical expert
Dr. Devon Downing won't fix things, but Sophie learns love is at work
even when she can't see it.
Emily Sparkes and the Friendship Fiasco Oct 31 2022 Emily Sparkes
thinks having your best friend move to Wales at the same time as your
parents decide to have a new baby is probably more trauma than anyone
should have to cope with. But things go from bad to worse when she's
paired with revolting Gross-Out Gavin for the school trip! Emily is
determined to escape him, and when glamorous new girl Chloe Clarke
turns up it seems her prayers might be answered. Unfortunately,

everyone has gone Chloe Clarke mad and Emily finds her 'sworn enemy'
Zuzanna has had the same idea. Getting and keeping Chloe as a friend
proves a lot more troublesome than Emily anticipated and leads her into
a whole new set of disasters . . .
The Secret of the Kloog Jan 22 2022 Mike's father goes missing on a
remote island. Mike, Alinea and their alien pet Beeper travel through a
time gate to retrieve him. Finding him unconscious, they have to protect
him. But first they have to escape being dumped once more at the
Intergalactic Lost Property. After that, they jump the usual hurdles:
illegal dealers that want them silenced, and staying far away from
Kloogs forever raiding the protected planets. An odd creature, the Quok,
that Beeper distrusts is the only one prepared to help them. However,
when they arrive on the mysterious 'Place of the Call', they realize
Beeper's distrust of the Quok is terrifyingly well-founded...
Riley Mae and the Rock Shocker Trek Oct 07 2020 If you’re gonna
run for your life, you gotta wear the right shoes. Riley Mae Hart loves
sports and action—so when the Swiftriver Shoe Company offers her a
contract to be the spokesperson for their new outdoor sport collection,
she jumps at the chance. Soon she’s appearing in commercials and
magazine ads, and every girl in town wants to wear Riley Mae shoes.
Well, except for Riley. Because walking in those shoes means missing
out on softball season, making her best friend, TJ, mad, and
embarrassing her new friend, Rusty. It also means sneaking around,
hiding, and keeping secrets—because something isn’t quite right at
Swiftriver. But a contract’s a contract, so Riley laces up her “Rock
Shocker” hiking boots for a climb up Half-Dome in Yosemite. Will they
be the right shoes to get her back on solid ground?
Online with God Feb 29 2020 Put God on Your Buddy List.Finding
God in the universe of computers and cell phones isn’t as easy as
googling his name, but he’s there all the same. And what girl wouldn’t
want him with her as she tries to make her way through a galaxy of
emails, text messages, IMs, chat rooms—and middle school
relationships? Written as a girl’s personal blog to God, Online with God
teaches you how to stay safe while using today’s technology. This
ninety-day devotional contains relevantScripture verses, tips on making
safe choices, and prayers for all the confusing times in your life. As you

read it, you’ll realize that God listens when you blog as well as when
you pray. After all, he’s the Lord of the universe—including cyberspace.
Faithgirlz Handbook, Updated and Expanded Aug 05 2020 The
Faithgirlz! Handbook is full of activities, Bible stories, and discussion
questions that will bring girls and their friends closer to God and more in
touch with his Word. Here is everything girls need to start their own
Faithgirlz club and to connect more deeply with God, the Bible, and
their friends!
Rebecca and The Wicked Witch Jun 26 2022 Rebecca--once upon a time
a fairy princess--has a new teacher: Sneaky, meanie Miss Baroom. The
new teacher is actually a powerful and wicked witch who prowls the
district after dark riding a bewitched human. Rebecca sets out to
discover how a powerful wicked witch got into their quiet district. With
the help of the house goblins and her owl, Rebecca must stop Miss
Baroom before dreadful things happen to everyone.
Lucy Finds Her Way May 02 2020 Lucy Rooney is a feisty, precocious
tomboy who questions everything—even God. It’s not hard to see why:
a horrible accident killed her mother and blinded her father, turning her
life upside down. It will take a strong but gentle housekeeper—who
insists on Bible study along with homework—to show Lucy that there
are many ways to become the woman God intends her to be.Aunt Karen
is taking over Lucy’s life—what’s left of it. Middle school is hard
enough, with a new set of teachers and kids and preparing for the big
soccer tryouts. But now Aunt Karen has moved in, imposing wardrobe
inspections, threatening to get rid of the cats, and trying to be the
world’s original soccer mom. It takes all Lucy’s got just to cope. When
J.J. and Januarie are abducted by their father, Lucy mobilizes everyone
to find them. Lucy’s a good detective—but she ends up a hostage too. In
the fourth and last installment in the Lucy Novels, Lucy must depend on
an unlikely ally to find her way out of this mess and in life.
Zibby Payne & the Trio Trouble Dec 09 2020 Zibby befriends Gertrude,
the new girl in school, but when Gertrude and Zibby's best friend Sarah
fight, Zibby must choose whom she wants to remain friends with.
Ultimate Betrayal Feb 08 2021 Ultimate Betrayal - a suspense-filled
novel of an all-consuming desire for revenge and a love that wouldn’t
die. Ryce Traden works in Montauk, aboard a fishing boat. His dream:

own a fishing boat and marry Taylor Banning. Wesley, is Ryce’s ‘best
friend’ and also wants Taylor. Ryce’s dream sets factors exploding into
the novel’s driving force. Needing money, Ryce makes a pick-up he
thinks are knock-offs, but are drugs. Wesley notifies the police. A judge
and lawyer, protecting their smuggling, put Ryce in prison and say he
died at sea. Taylor marries Wesley. Ryce escapes, plans to use Taylor’s
daughter for his revenge and hires a lawyer for a new trial with exciting
courtroom surprises. The suspenseful ending is terrifying as Ryce fights
Wesley in his final act of vengeance.
Playing With Time Apr 12 2021 While vacationing on a houseboat
situated smack dab in the middle of a dry lake bed, the Stanton kids and
their cousins discover a time machine that makes their lives a whole lot
more interesting...and without a doubt more dangerous! The Stanton kids
once again return to their vacation houseboat. When their old enemy,
Mr. Powers, creates a vortex which sends him back in time, the children
use their time machine to travel back to 1870, where Mr. Powers is a
wanted bushranger who tries to hold them prisoner. In a race against
time itself, they try to outwit him by destroying the vortex and leaving
him stranded--this time with no possible way of escaping back to their
time!
Troll's Revenge May 26 2022 Goran the troll plots revenge by coercing
two silversmiths into attempt the forbidden act of opening a path through
the Shimmering to Ali's world. Ali's mother Jane is mistakenly
kidnapped by the smiths and held prisoner in the Isshuayan tundra. Ali
knows she must return to Isshuay, but the only way back is through the
Shimmering, which has become unstable. In a failed attempt to make the
crossing, she almost loses her life. Both Ali and Jane are tested to their
limits on different worlds. Aided by good friends, each must seek a
solution to end Goran's malicious plans.
Since We're Friends Jun 22 2019 A boy describes his friendship with
Matt, whose autism spectrum disorder causes him to behave strangely at
times, and how he make things easier for Matt at school and in their
neighborhood.
Sophie's Drama Jan 28 2020 The Lead. That's always been Sophie's role
when it's time to make a new film. But then the Flakes and Lucky
Charms start to make plans without even asking her opinion, and Sophie

has to figure out more about who she is—both in the group and in Jesus'
eyes.
Belinda and the Witch's Cat Feb 20 2022 Belinda is an only child and
lonely. When her mother has to leave home to recover from an illness,
her grandmother arrives to look after her. Belinda discovers to her
delight that she has a very unusual grandmother. Her grandmother's cat,
a superior Siamese called Senna, is equally unusual. For the first time,
Belinda's life is full of friends and adventures. She learns how to fly a
moth-eaten carpet to visit her mother, turn a big black bear back into her
father, and saves Senna from certain death.
Girl Politics, Updated Edition Nov 07 2020 In this revised edition,
bestselling author Nancy Rue provides a guide on how to deal with girl
politics, God-style. Yesterday you were BFFs, planning to attend the
same college and be in each other’s weddings. Today you sat down at
the lunch table and she got up and left without a word, taking other
friends with her, and giggling as they walked away. Your teacher says
ignore her, your mom says talk to her, and your dad says, “It’s just what
kids do.” You’re angry, hurt, and wondering, what happened? When is it
just a girl thing, and when is it more? Girl Politics has all the info on
friends, bullies, frenemies, and more, with real-life examples,
conversation starters, Internet tactics, and tips to protect yourself—God
style—Revised and updated with more examples from real girls, tackling
more issues relevant in today’s media-driven world.
Belinda and the Missing Will Mar 12 2021 Belinda's unusual
grandmother, with her unusual cat, Senna, is looking after Belinda while
her parents are away. Belinda is thrilled because unusual things always
happen when grandmother comes to visit... And this visit is no
exception, first the girls learn of the missing Will that will save old Miss
Higgins, then the petrified gryphon on Miss Higgins' roof accidentally
gets woken. If a hungry, angry gryphon wasn't bad enough, Belinda and
her friends learn that they must find the gryphon's missing ankh, because
it might know the location of the Will, and it won't rest till the ankh is
found...
Time Travellers Mar 24 2022 When the Stanton kids take a trip in the
time machine into the year 3010, they meet up with a race of people
called the Troikas who are intent on creating perfect human beings.

Initially, the children are impressed with their abilities, but, after they
realise that the Troikas aren't what they seem to be, they decide they
better return to their time--fast. However, the Troikas have other plans.
The children will need to employ every trick they can think of in order to
escape. The year 3010 is not at all what they bargained for!
Sophie Steps Up Mar 31 2020 Sophie knows how it feels to be the new
girl—different and "weird." She also remembers needing a friend. When
a new girl in class is assigned to Sophie's drama group, she wants to get
to know her. Sophie learns to accept her new friend's culture. But how
will the other Corn Flakes teach others about acceptance if they cannot
seem to learn themselves?
Emily Sparkes and the Friendship Fiasco Aug 29 2022 Join Emily
Sparkes for hilarious observations about life, parents and how to handle
the grossest boys in the universe! Perfect for fans of Cathy Cassidy and
Dork Diaries. Now shortlisted for the Scholastic Laugh Out Loud Book
Award (The Lollies). 'Lots of fun and a really cool read!' - Cathy
Cassidy Emily Sparkes thinks having your best friend move to Wales at
the same time as your parents decide to have a new baby is probably
more trauma than anyone should have to cope with. But things go from
bad to worse when she's paired with revolting Gross-Out Gavin for the
school trip! Emily is determined to escape him, and when glamorous
new girl Chloe Clarke turns up it seems her prayers might be answered.
Unfortunately, everyone has gone Chloe Clarke mad and Emily finds her
'sworn enemy' Zuzanna has had the same idea. Getting and keeping
Chloe as a friend proves a lot more troublesome than Emily anticipated
and leads her into a whole new set of disasters . . .
Sophie's World Oct 26 2019 When future film director Sophie LaCroix
visits Williamsburg, Virginia, her imagination sends her straight into the
eighteenth century. An unlikely heroine, Sophie’s forced to use her newfound war tactics to foil a heinous plot and save a friend from impending
humiliation by the popular girls.
Altar of Shulaani Nov 19 2021 As the son of an archaeologist, Mike
often visits fascinating digs and meets interesting people. About the only
thing he doesn't approve of in archaeology is learning Latin!
Unfortunately, being accident prone, he regularly falls into time warps,
intergalactic space and danger. In his journeys, he found his alien friend

Alinea and an odd pet he calls Beeper. As the three unearth horrifying
secrets and narrowly escape the sometimes precarious situations they get
themselves into, their friendship grows far beyond the boundaries of
space and time. Mike welcomes the chance to spend his holidays with
his father on an archaeological dig. But when he stumbles through a time
warp into an ancient world, tracing the ancient caravan routes across the
baking desert turns into an entirely different kind of adventure...
The Time of the Missyl Jul 28 2022 Ali's mother Jane tells her daughter
of her own time in the land of Isshuay... Isshuay's border has been
breached by a Missyl, a mysterious, shape-changing creature from a
neighbouring land. Hopelessly lost in a hostile environment, the lonely
Missyl is unwittingly contaminating the inhabitants of Isshuay as it
searches for the way home. As the years pass, the land's goodness is
slowly disappearing through the breach in the border. Anger and despair
have replaced the happiness that once filled the land. Jane is selected by
the fabulous Silver Ones as the one person who has the knowledge and
skills to heal their land. Happily accepting the challenge, she travels with
young Nestor across the Shimmering into Isshuay to begin her task of
seeking the elusive Missyl and sending it home. Joined by Old Marje
and other intriguing characters, she discovers the dangers and the
wonders of Isshuay.
Friendship Love And Killer Escapades Aug 24 2019 Prakash Bharti: a
shy, self-effacing, spiritually-inclined simpleton from Gangtok; Purvesh
Shroff: a cocky, strapping young lad from Mumbai; Richa Malhotra: a
sweet, vivacious girl from Bangalore; Anand Kumar Rajput: a
mysterious, enigmatic personality from Jharkhand. Friendship, Love and
Killer Escapades (FLAKE) is a captivating story, primarily revolving
around four protagonists pursuing engineering courses in a run-of-themill institute in Bangalore. The story encompasses a unique, intriguing,
realistic love plot between Purvesh and Richa, numerous escapades, and
thrilling adventures. Throughout the four-year roller-coaster, the
academic and personal fortunes of the chief personas fluctuates à la the
great Indian stock market! What impact will the inscrutable character,
Anand, have in the lives of Prakash and the other protagonists? Will
Purvesh and Richa succeed in sustaining their relationship over time?
Will Prakash be able to transcend the stage of infatuation and eventually

fall in love? What predicaments will Prakash and friends encounter in
the academic journey? Read more to find out. Ready, FLAKE, Go!
Bernie Bolton's Brother Dec 21 2021 Only a few short days from
turning ten, disaster strikes for Bernie! While babysitting her stepbrother
Kirby, she watched helplessly as he fell from a tree and now he's in a
deep sleep the doctors call a coma. Bernie tries everything to wake him-from prayers she's not very good at to intimidation, her second nature.
Nothing works until Bernie visits Mr. Ralston, the oldest person in the
neighborhood. His house is old, smelly, cluttered and kind of creepy.
But Mr. Ralston makes wonderful cookies and has a mysterious secret
box he opens only after telling a story from his childhood filled with
wonder and a little magic...the kind that might wake Kirby from his long
sleep.
A Victorian Art of Fiction Nov 27 2019 First published in 1979, this
collection of thirty-nine essays on the novel drawn from seventeen
periodicals demonstrates the primary concerns of those discussing the
nature and purpose of prose fiction in the period from 1870 to 1900. The
essays reflect what was thought and said about the art of fiction and
reveal what journalists of these periodicals thought were the most urgent
critical concerns facing the working reviewer. Including an introduction
which assesses the issues raised by the best periodicals at the time, this
anthology is designed to provide students of Victorian fiction and critical
theory with a collection of essays on the art of fiction in a convenient
and durable form.
That Is SO Me: 365 Days of Devotions Jul 24 2019 Take a daily step of
faith. Here is the devotional you've been waiting for: a place for
everyday inspiration for everyday girls. On your 365-day journey
through the Bible, discover topics that will have you saying “That is SO
me!” over and over and over again. Featuring interactive quizzes,
activities, prayers, and journaling prompts written by favorite
Faithgirlz!TM author Nancy Rue, this meaningful devotional is just for
girls and tackles the issues that you face each day. Use this girl-friendly
guide to nourish your authentic self through the incredible example and
gift of Jesus’ life and teachings.
Sophie Under Pressure Sep 05 2020 Sophie and her friends are all part
of an elite expedition. In order to save the world (and their science

grades) they are called upon to build an elaborate space station in Fiona's
backyard, and are soon lost in the world of telescopes and zero-gravity.
Sophie, however, realizes building that space station is only a small
solution to a much bigger dilemma when her friends and fellow
astronauts begin to fight. Will she be able to complete her mission and
save the Flakes' friendship before her whole world falls apart?
Project Delta Book 3 Sep 25 2019 The book talks about how Fleet
Admiral Chlebowski continues his voyage in the 3rd book of the Project
Delta series. At first he finds himself in trouble for certain trivial things.
The book talks about what goes on fictionally from January 2380 to July
2381 in a journal format within the story line. The question is: Will he
have to face responsibility for what he did, or will he become innocent
onboard his starship and his starbase?
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